We study the geometrical-optics expansion for circularly-polarized electromagnetic waves propagating on a curved spacetime in general relativity. We show that higher-order corrections to the Faraday and stressenergy tensors may be found via a system of transport equations, in principle. At sub-leading order, the stress-energy tensor possesses terms proportional to the wavelength whose sign depends on the handedness of the circular polarization. Due to such terms, the direction of energy flow is not aligned with the gradient of the eikonal phase, in general, and the wave may carry a transverse stress. * s.dolan@sheffield.ac.uk 1 arXiv:1801.02273v3 [gr-qc]
I. INTRODUCTION
tween the frame-dragging of spacetime outside a rotating body, and the helicity (handedness) of a circularly-polarized wave of finite wavelength [13] . It is known, for example, that a Kerr black hole can distinguish and separate waves of opposite helicity [14] [15] [16] [17] . Similar effects for rotating bodies have also been studied [18, 19] . It was suggested in Ref. [15] that this is due to an optical Magnus effect which is dual to gravitational Faraday rotation.
A recent study [20] of the absorption of planar electromagnetic waves impinging upon a Kerr black hole, in a direction parallel to the symmetry axis, noted that a circularly-polarized wave with the opposite handedness to the black hole's spin is absorbed to a greater degree than the co-rotating polarization. The difference in absorption cross sections due to helicity was shown to scale in proportion to the wavelength λ, as λ → 0. This is an example of an effect that is not present in the leading-order geometrical-optics limit, but which should be captured by geometrical optics at sub-leading order.
Here we highlight a mechanism through which a spin-helicity effect could arise, namely, through the differential precession induced in a basis that is parallel-propagated along a null geodesic congruence. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which shows the crosssection of a narrow beam, (a) before and (b) after passing through a gravitational field. The initially-circular crosssection is distorted into an ellipse by geodesic deviation. A set of basis vectors in the crosssection (shown as arrows in Fig. 1 ) becomes twisted as they are dragged along the rays of the beam. Consequently, the gravitational Faraday rotation angle varies across the crosssection. A local observer would interpret a spatially-varying Faraday rotation as an additional phase that varies across the beam. This additional phase would lead to a correction in the wave's apparent propagation direction. This argument is developed heuristically in Sec. II D, and put on a firmer footing through the results of Sec. III. This paper is organised as follows. Sec. II comprises review material: Sec. II A is on the Faraday tensor, Maxwell's equations, the vector potential, wave equations, and the stress energy tensor; Sec. II B is on the geometrical-optics approximation at leading order, covering the ansatz for the Faraday tensor, the expansion method, and the resulting hierarchical system of equations; and Sec. II C is on the self-dual bivector basis, geodesic deviation, Sachs' equations and the optical scalars. Sec. II D concerns the modification to the leading-order phase that arises from differential precession across a null geodesic congruence. Sec. III presents the method for calculating higherorder corrections, in both the tensor formalism (III A) and the Newman-Penrose formalism (III B). The paper concludes with a discussion of the key results in Sec. IV. Auxiliary results are presented in Appendix A and B.
Conventions: Here g ab is a metric with signature − + ++. Units are such that the gravitational constant G and the speed of light c are equal to 1. Indices are lowered (raised) with the metric (inverse metric), i.e. u a = g ab u b (u a = g ab u b ). Einstein summation convention is assumed. The metric determinant is denoted g = det g ab . The letters a, b, c, . . . are used to denote spacetime indices running from 0 (the temporal component) to 3, whereas letters i, j, k, . . . denote spatial indices running from 1 to 3. The Levi-Civita tensor is ε abcd ≡ √ −g [abcd] , with [abcd] the fully antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol such that [0123] = +1. The covariant derivative of X b is denoted by ∇ a X b or equivalently X b;a , and the partial derivative by ∂ a X b or X b,a . The symmetrization (anti- symmetrization) of indices is indicated with round (square) brackets, e.g.
. {k a , n a , m a , m a } denote the legs of a (complex) null tetrad. Complex conjugation is denoted with an over-line, or alternatively, with an asterisk: m a = m a * .
II. FOUNDATIONS
A. Maxwell's equations in spacetime
The Faraday tensor
The fundamental object in electromagnetism is the Faraday tensor F ab , a tensor field pervading spacetime which is anti-symmetric in its indices, F ba = −F ab (i.e. a two-form field). The electric and magnetic fields at a point in spacetime depend on the choice of Lorentz frame. An observer with (unit) tangent vector u a and (orthonormal) spatial frame e a i 'sees' an electric field E i = F ab e a i u b and a magnetic field B i = F ab e a i u b . Here F ab is the Hodge dual [21] of the Faraday tensor, defined by
where ε abcd is the Levi-Civita tensor. (It follows that X ∼ ab = −X ab for any two-form X ab .) It is convenient to introduce a complex version of the Faraday tensor,
The complex tensor F ab is self-dual, by virtue of the property F ab = −iF ab . It follows from its definition that F * ab F ab = 0, where * denotes complex conjugation. We may also introduce a complex three-vector F with components F i ≡ F ab e a i u b , whose real and imaginary parts yield the (observer-dependent) electric and magnetic fields,
Under local Lorentz transformations (changes of observer frame), the components of the complex three-vector F transform as follows [22] :
For example, a boost in the x direction with rapidity ρ together with a rotation in the yz plane through an angle θ (a 'four-screw' [22] ) is generated by the transformation matrix
The complex scalar quantity
is frame-invariant. Its real and imaginary parts yield the well-known frame-invariants 1 2 (E 2 − B 2 ) and (minus) E · B, respectively [23] . A Faraday field with Υ = 0 is called null. In the null case, any observer finds that the electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal and of equal magnitude. The superposition of two null fields is not null, in general.
The (observer-dependent) energy density E ≡ 1 2 E 2 + B 2 and Poynting vector N ≡ E × B can also be found from the complex three-vector F , as follows: E = 
Maxwell's equations and the vector potential
The Faraday tensor is governed by (the "microscopic" version of) Maxwell's equations,
where ∇ a denotes the covariant derivative. Here J a is the four-current density which is necessarily divergence-free (∇ a J a = 0). The second equation above is equivalent to ∇ [a F bc] = 0, known as the Bianchi identity. In the language of forms, F is closed (dF = 0 by the Bianchi identity), and thus by Poincaré's lemma, F must be locally exact (F = dA). Thus, the Faraday tensor can be written in terms of a vector potential A a as
Due to antisymmetry, it follows that
The Faraday tensor is invariant under gauge transformations of the form A a → A a = A a + ∂ a χ, where χ is any scalar field.
In the absence of charges (J a = 0) we have F ab ;b = 0 = F [ab;c] . Then, from a given solution F (0) ab one can generate a one-parameter family of solutions F ab = e iϕ F (0) ab where ϕ is any complex number.
Wave equations
By taking a derivative of the first equation of (5), re-ordering covariant derivatives, and applying the Bianchi identity, one may obtain a wave equation in the form
where R abcd and R ab ≡ R c acb are the Riemann and Ricci tensors, respectively. In the absence of electromagnetic sources (J a = 0), one may replace F ab with F ab , if so desired.
Alternatively, one may derive a wave equation for the vector potential,
The final term on the left-hand side is zero in Lorenz gauge, A a ;a = 0.
Stress-energy tensor
The stress-energy tensor T ab is given by
The stress-energy is traceless, T a a = 1 2 F ab F ab * = 0, and it satisfies the conservation equation
, which accounts for how energy is passed between the field and the charge distribution.
B. Geometrical optics at leading order
Suppose now that the electromagnetic wavelength is short in comparison to all other relevant length scales; and the inverse frequency is short in comparison to other relevant timescales. A standard approach is to introduce a geometrical-optics ansatz for the vector potential A a into the wave equation (8) and to adopt Lorenz gauge (∇ a A a = 0); see for example Box 5.6 in Ref. [24] . Another approach [2, 11, 12] , which we favour here, is to introduce an ansatz for the Faraday tensor F ab itself. This helps to expedite the stress-energy tensor calculation, and removes any lingering doubts about the gauge invariance of the results obtained.
We begin by introducing a geometrical-optics ansatz,
Here ω serves as an order-counting parameter; Φ(x) and A(x), the phase and amplitude, respectively, are real fields; and f ab (x), the polarization bivector, is a self-dual bivector field (f ab = −f ba , f ab = −if ab ). Loosely, we shall call ω the 'frequency', but with the note of caution that an observer with tangent vector u a would actually measure a wave frequency of −ωu a ∇ a Φ.
Expansion of the wave equation in ω
Henceforth we shall consider the case of a charge-free region (J a = 0). Inserting (11) into the wave equation (7) (see Sec. II A 3) yields
where k a ≡ ∇ a Φ. We may proceed by solving order-by-order in ω.
At O(ω 2 ), k a k a = 0, and thus the gradient of the phase is null. We shall assume henceforth that k a is future-pointing. It follows inevitably that, as k a is a gradient and it is null, it must also satisfy the geodesic equation,
The integral curves of k a (that is, spacetime paths x a (v) satisfying dx a dv = k a ) are null geodesics which lie in the hypersurface of constant phase (Φ(x) = constant); these are known as the null generators. The null generators may be found from the constrained Hamiltonian
, one may split into a pair of transport equations, by making use of the ambiguity in the definitions of A and f ab in Eq. (11), viz.,
where ϑ ≡ k a ;a is the expansion scalar. Note that (i) the transport equation for the amplitude A ensures the conservation of flux, ∇ a A 2 k a = 0; (ii) by (15) the polarization bivector f ab is parallel-propagated along the null generator; and (iii) at leading order the polarization bivector is transverse, f ab k b = 0, which follows from F ab ;b = 0 at O(ω 1 ).
Circular polarization
Conditions (ii) and (iii) are met by the choice
where k a is the gradient of the phase, and m a is any complex null vector satisfying m a m a = m a k a = 0 and m a m a = 1 (where m a is the complex conjugate of m a ), that is also parallel-propagated along the null generator, k b m a ;b = 0. Typically it is constructed from a pair of legs from an orthonormal triad, e.g.
(e a 1 + ie a 2 ), and conversely,
(m a − m a ). The handedness of the circularly-polarized wave depends on the sign of ω and the handedness of m a . Henceforth, we shall assume that m a is constructed such that iε abcd u a k b m c m d is positive for any future-pointing timelike vector u a . The wave is then right-hand polarized (left-hand polarized) if the frequency ω is positive (negative). There remains considerable freedom in the choice of m a , as conditions (ii) & (iii) and handedness are preserved under the transformation m a → e iϕ m a + αk a , where ϕ is any real parameter and α(x) is a real scalar field.
Stress-energy at leading order
The circularly-polarized field F ab is null at leading order in ω. This can be established by inserting Eq. (11) into Eq. (4) to obtain Υ = 0, after noting that f ab f ab = 0 for circularly-polarized waves.
Inserting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) gives a leading-order (in ω) result for the stress-energy,
The stress-energy has the form of a null fluid, at this order in ω. It is straightforward to show that ∇ b T ab = 0 by using flux conservation (∇ a A 2 k a = 0) from property (i) above.
C. Null basis, geodesic deviation and optical scalars
Null tetrad
To recap, the leading-order geometrical-optics solution for a circularly-polarized wave is
Here k a is a future-pointing real null vector field (k a k a = 0) which is the gradient (k We may complete the null tetrad by introducing an auxiliary null vector n a [25] : a futurepointing null vector field satisfying k a n a = −1 and m a n a = 0, such that
The metric is g ab = −2k (a n b) + 2m (a m b) .
Geodesic deviation
Consider two neighbouring geodesics (null, spacelike or timelike), γ 0 and γ 1 , with spacetime paths x a 0 (v) and x a 1 (v) [25] with v an affine parameter. Between γ 0 and γ 1 , introduce a oneparameter family of null geodesics x a (v, s), such that x a 0 (v) = x a (v, 0) and x a 1 (v) = x a (v, 1). The vector field u a ≡ ∂x a /∂v is tangent to the geodesics, and thus satisfies u b u a ;b = 0. The vector field ξ a ≡ ∂x a /∂s spans the family, though it is not tangent to a geodesic, in general. The identity ∂ξ a /∂v − ∂u a /∂s = 0 (partial derivatives commute) implies that ξ a is Lie-transported along each geodesic,
, and so ξ a u a is constant along each geodesic. A standard calculation [25] shows that the acceleration of the deviation vector ξ a is given by
This is the geodesic deviation equation, which describes how spacetime curvature leads to a relative acceleration between neighbouring geodesics, even if they start out parallel [25] .
Optical scalars & Sachs equations
Now consider the null case with u a = k a . We may express the deviation vector, restricted to a central null geodesic ξ a (v) = ∂x/∂s| s=0 , in terms of the null basis on that geodesic. Let
where a and b are real and c is complex. After inserting into Eq. (20) and projecting onto the tetrad, one obtains a hierarchical system of equations: 
where the Ricci and Weyl scalars are given by Φ 00 = 
These are known as the Sachs equations [4] . The real and imaginary parts of and ς yield the optical scalars [26] [27] [28] 
2 k a ;a , and (ς 1 , ς 2 ) are known as the expansion, twist and shear, respectively. The twist is zero for a hypersurface-orthogonal congruence, such as that in the geometrical-optics approximation. Kantowski [27] proved that a (2D) wavefront seen by an observer with tangent vector u a has principal curvatures κ ± given by
A shortcoming of the Sachs equations is that the optical scalars and ς necessarily diverge at a conjugate point, where neighbouring rays cross. By contrast, the second-order equation (23) does not suffer from divergences. The optical scalars and ς can be found from any linearly-independent pair of solutions of Eq. (23), c 1 and c 2 , by solving
The inversion breaks down wherever Im (c 1 c 2 ) = 0, i.e., at conjugate points. However, note that c 1 and c 2 are regular at conjugate points, and thus we have a method to find the optical scalars beyond the first conjugate point.
Similarly, noting thatȧ = −n b k a ∇ a ξ b = cτ + cτ , one can find the Newman-Penrose quantity τ (defined in appendix A) from a pair of solutions of Eq. (23) by solving
The complex value c = 
D. Differential precession and modified phase
In this section we argue that differential precession of the basis m a along a beam leads to an additional phase term in the leading-order geometrical-optics expansion. The gradient of that phase can be interpreted as a spin-deviation contribution to the tangent vector k a at order ω −1 , whose sign depends on the handedness of the polarization.
Consider a congruence of null geodesics (see Sec. II C 2) with a 2D crosssection seen by an observer with tangent vector u a and worldline γ. The crosssection (i.e. the 2D instantaneous wavefront) is spanned by a basis m a = 1 √ 2
(ê a 1 + iê a 2 ) and m a , such that k a m a = u a m a = 0 and m a m a = 1. It is natural for an observer to choose a basis that is 'straight' in their vicinity, in the sense thatξ b ∇ b m a γ = 0 for anyξ a ≡ cm a + cm a . However, a basis that starts out straight does not remain straight, in general, once it is parallel-propagated along the rays in a geodesic null congruence in the presence of a gravitational field. (See e.g. Ref. [29] for a discussion of differential precession along timelike geodesics).
, where L k ξ a = 0 and k b k a;b = 0. One may follow steps analogous to those in the derivation of the geodesic deviation equation, Eq. (20), to derive the differential precession equation,
Decomposing in the null tetrad, ζ a = αk a +ċn a + ηm a , leads tȯ
in a Ricci-flat spacetime, where α = µc + λc, η = cχ − cχ, and µ, λ and χ are Newman-Penrose scalars (see Appendix A). These scalars can be found from any pair of linearly-independent solutions (c 1 , α 1 , η 1 ) and (c 2 , α 2 , η 2 ) satisfying Eqs. (23) and (29b), by inverting
As for Eq. (27) , this procedure fails at a conjugate point.
Suppose that the cross section of the congruence is initially circular and the frame m a is initially 'straight', as shown in Fig. 1(a) . After the congruence has passed through a gravitational field, the crosssection will be elliptical, in general; furthermore, the basis will not be straight, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , due to differential precession. An observer with tangent vector U a = 1 2β k a + βn a (where β > 0 is a free parameter) will see a wavefront spanned by m a and m a . However, that observer would naturally prefer a 'straight' basism a = e −iϕ m a , such thatξ b ∇ bm a = 0, where (it is swift to show) the gradient of the phase is
Now consider the leading-order geometric optics solution, Eq. (18), from the perspective of this observer. With the observer's preference for a locally-straight basism a = e −iϕ m a , one could write
The gradient of the modified phase Φ is
where v a m a = v a m a = 0. It is tempting to interpret K a as an 'effective' tangent vector which accounts for the effect of differential precession. Going one step further, we note that one could introduce
We shall see in the next section that this argument correctly anticipates part of the geometricaloptics expansion at sub-leading order.
III. GEOMETRICAL OPTICS AT HIGHER ORDERS

A. Method
To extend geometrical optics beyond leading order in ω, we shall keep the ansatz (11) and expand the self-dual polarization bivector f ab as a power series,
We will expand the self-dual bivectors in the basis U ab , V ab and W ab constructed from a twist-free, parallel-propagated null tetrad. The approach is somewhat similar to that in Ref. [12] . Introduce three bivectors (cf. [21] )
which are self-dual ( U ab = −iU ab , etc.). It is straightforward to verify that (i) the bivectors are parallel-propagated (k c U ab;c = 0, etc.) and (ii) U ab V ab = 2 and W ab W ab = −4, with all other inner products zero. Further useful relations are given in Appendix B. Now let
where u j , w j and v j are complex scalar fields, to be determined. At leading order, we choose the circular polarization f (16)); thus u 0 = 1 and v 0 = w 0 = 0.
Expansion method
Inserting the ansatz (34) into the wave equation (7) yields
Rather than address the second-order equation (39), we may instead expand the equation F ;b ab = 0 order-by-order in ω to obtain a system of equations 
where λ = m a n a;b m b . Expanding the latter yields a transport equation for w j which is consistent with Eq. (52).
Sub-leading order results
At sub-leading order, inserting u 0 = 1, v 0 = w 0 = 0 into Eq. (52) and Eq. (43b) yields
where σ = −m a k a;b m b and χ ≡ m a m a;b m b are Newman-Penrose quantities [30] (see Appendix A).
Stress-energy and invariants
The scalar quantity Υ ≡ −
The field is not null (Υ = 0) at sub-leading order if v 1 = iσ = 0. Using (10) and (B1), the stress-energy is
The subdominant term, at order ω −1 , depends on the sign of ω, and thus on the handedness of the circular polarization.
Parabolic Lorentz transformations and invariants
Though the direction of k a ≡ ∇ a Φ is fixed, there is residual freedom in the choice of tetrad. Consider a parabolic Lorentz transformation of the form k = k, m = m + Bk, n = n + Bm + Bm + BBk, leading to U = U , W = W + 2BU , V = V + BW + B 2 U , and thus v = v,
Here B is a complex field that is not necessarily parallelpropagated, in general. With the transformation laws ρ = ρ, σ = σ, χ = χ + Bσ − Bρ and λ = λ + B(τ − χ) + B 2 ρ + m a ∇B + Bk a ∇ a B one may establish that the right-hand sides of
Eqs. (43a-43c) transform in the correct way. Furthermore, one finds
where
With the choice w 1 = 0, that is, B = −w 1 /v 1 , one has u 1 = U 1 where
It is straightforward to show that U 1 is invariant under transformations of the form above, as is v 1 . In principle, U 1 can be calculated via the transport equation
B. Geometric optics in the Newman-Penrose formalism
We now check aspects of the calculation using the Newman-Penrose formulation.
Maxwell's equations
A general self-dual bivector F ab can be written as
where Φ + , Φ 0 , Φ − are the (complex) Maxwell scalars of spin-weight +1, 0 and −1, classified according to their behaviour under rotations of the basis m a → e iϕ m a . The field equation ∇ b F ab = 0 yields four first-order equations (see Appendix B):
Here D = k a ∇ a , ∆ = n a ∇ a , δ = m a ∇ a and δ ≡ m a ∇ a are directional derivatives, and the Newman-Penrose coefficients are defined in Appendix A. These equations were found with the aid of the identities in Appendix B.
We now insert into (34) a geometrical-optics expansion for the Maxwell scalars that is consistent with Eqs. (11), (34) and (36), viz.
At sub-leading order we deduce
consistent with Eqs. (43a) and (43b), and from Eq. (50b) that
consistent with Eq. (42).
The transport equation for u 1 features second derivatives of the amplitude A across the wavefront. However, the stress-energy (45) at O(ω −1 ) depends only on the real part of u 1 . Isolating the real part,
and applying the identity
and DA = ρA [from Eq. (38) and Appendix A], leads to
This transport equation features only first derivatives of the amplitude A.
Transport equations
The Newman-Penrose quantities σ, ρ, χ, etc., appearing in Eqs. (52) and (56) can (in principle) be found along the null rays using standard transport equations, Eqs. (A2), once initial conditions are specified. However, Eqs. (52) and (56) also feature the additional quantities δ (ln A), δχ, etc. One can deduce further transport equations by making use of the identity
and its complex conjugate. Using this, we may obtain a closed system of transport equations for δ ln A, δ ln A, δρ, δρ, δσ, δσ, δχ, and δχ, namely,
Asymptotics
In a flat (Minkowki) region of spacetime, the transport equations have exact solutions. A general pair of solutions toc = 0 such that ρ is real are c 1 = C 1 e iφ 1 (t + α) and c 2 = C 2 e iφ 2 (t + α), where C i , φ are real constants and α is a complex constant. Without loss of generality for describing the congruence, we choose C 1 = C 2 and e iφ 2 = ie iφ 1 = e i(φ+π/4) . Solving (27) gives
where a ≡ Re(α) and b = Im(α). By inspection of Eq. (A2), we can deduce that, in the limit ν → ∞, the Newman-Penrose coefficients ν and γ approach constant values; A, ρ, χ, τ , λ and µ decay as O(ν −1 ); σ, δρ, δA and δχ decay as O(ν −2 ); and δσ decays as O(ν −3 ). This implies that u i , w i and v i scale as ν 0 , ν −1 and ν −2 , respectively.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the previous sections we have extended a geometrical-optics expansion of the Faraday tensor for a circularly-polarized wave through sub-leading order in the expansion parameter ω: see Eqs. (11), (34), (36), (52) and (56). The method can be extended to higher orders, if required. A key result is the sub-leading order expression for the stress-energy, Eq. (45). This may be re-cast in the following form:
and A tentative but appealing interpretation is that the wave's energy propagates principally along K a , rather than k a , and the wave carries with it a transverse stress due to the shear term in (61). The integral curves of K a through O(ω −1 ) are embedded in the constant-eikonal-phase hypersurface. On physical grounds, one may expect K a to be a null vector, which would imply then that K a has a component along n a at O(ω −2 ), viz. −ω −2 wwn a . If so, the integral curves of K a would not be embedded in the wavefronts. To investigate this possibility, one could extend the geometrical-optics ansatz (11) & (34) to next order O(ω −2 ) following the method herein.
Importantly, the terms at O(ω −1 ) in Eqs. (61), (62) depend on the sign of ω, and thus on the handedness of the wave (with ω > 0 for right-handed and ω < 0 for left-handed circular polarizations). Thus, Eq. (61) implies that left-and right-handed wave packets moving through the same spacetime may be deflected in opposite senses, akin to spinning atoms in the SternGerlach experiment. We have identified a key mechanism that may generate such a splitting: the differential precession across a null congruence that is generated by parallel-propagation through a gravitational field ( Fig. 1 and Sec. II D). It is possible that the effect is non-negligible for waves passing close to massive, rapidly-spinning compact objects, such as Kerr black holes.
In the absence of shear (σ = 0), the sub-leading order solution is null (Υ = 0, see Sec. III A 1), and we may write the Faraday tensor in the form F a = 2K [a M b] A exp(iΦ ) + O(ω −2 ) with K a given by Eq. (62), M a ≡ m a − ω −1 wn a and K a M a = 0 + O(ω −2 ); furthermoreξ a K a =ξ a ∇ a Φ whereξ a = cm a + cm a . In short, if σ = 0 one may write the sub-leading order geometrical-optics solution in an almost-identical form to the leading-order solution (11) , by modifying the tangent vector k a → K a , the transverse vector m a → M a and the phase Φ → Φ .
One could also extend the investigation of higher-order geometrical optics to other long-range fields with spin; specifically, to neutrinos and gravitational waves. Neutrinos have a definite helicity, and so the differential precession mechanism will split neutrinos from anti-neutrinos. Gravitational waves are typically circularly-polarized with long wavelengths, since they are generated by coherent bulk motions of (e.g.) compact bodies.
An open question is whether the formulation presented here is of any practical utility in lensing calculations. In other words, can u, v and w actually be calculated in practice, via transport equations, for any realistic strong-field lensing scenario? Here there are several practical hurdles, such as (1) finding a parallel-propagated null basis; (2) calculating key quantities such as the Weyl scalars; (3) solving transport equations numerically or otherwise; and (4) handling ray-crossings and conjugate points. For the Kerr spacetime, a suitable null basis (1) is known [31] , and Weyl scalars (2) can be computed; but (3) finding quantities such as δΨ 0 is challenging, and (4) caustics will arise generically due to axisymmetry. At caustics the Newman-Penrose quantities ρ, σ, etc. diverge; but it is possible that a second-order formulation, akin to Eq. (23), can be found to alleviate this issue. 
Certain identities follow from applying g ab = −k a n b − n a k b + m a m b + m a m b together with the fact that k a is a gradient, k [a;b] = 0. For example, ρ is purely real due the gradient (twist-free) property of the null tetrad, and ρ = − 1 2 ϑ where ϑ = k a ;a is the expansion scalar [25] . Furthermore, τ = β +ᾱ, where α = The NP scalars obey a set of transport equations along a null geodesic; see e.g. Ref. [21] . In a Ricci-flat spacetime (R ab = 0), these are
Here Ψ i denote the Weyl scalars, defined by
where C knkm ≡ C abcd k a n b k c m d , etc., and C abcd is the Weyl tensor. Various identities can be derived using g ac C abcd = 0; for example, Ψ 1 = C kmmm and C knkn = C mmmm = Ψ 2 + Ψ 2 .
Some directional derivatives of a parallel-propagated twist-free null basis include
δm a = λk a − σn a + χm a , δm a = µk a + ρn a − χm a .
